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questioned whether six orations of Cicero form an ideal pro- 
gramme. At least three things can be said in its disfavor. 

First, though a competent and devoted teacher can handle 
the orations in such a way as to make the study exceedingly valu- 
able, the content of such a course lacks in attractive power; at 
any rate our heaviest loss in enrolment is just at that point. 
With more attractive reading matter in the first half of the third 
year, more students might be induced to continue the subject 
beyond the two-year minimum. 

Second, in view of the slow progress in the reading (six orations 
in a whole year), there is too much sameness in the programme. 
Even in college classes, which cover ground so much more rapidly, 
the student wearies of the sameness of his text, and it is often 
found a good plan to include two authors within the limits of a 
single half-year. 

Third, the thought units are too large to be handled comfort- 
ably by young pupils who know little Latin, and who perforce 
must proceed very slowly. Thus it is said that the Manilian Law 
is easy; but even the earnest student easily gets lost in the large- 
ness of the treatment, and is often quite mystified as to what it's 
all about. A series of stories, each complete in thirty or forty 
lines, would serve infinitely better as a starting point. 

Cicero's Orations, of course, would be retained for the second 
half of the third year. But cannot we make a legitimate appeal 
to the interest of our pupils by providing a more attractive menu 
for the first half of that year? Specially helpful at this point would 
be a collection of readings that reveal with some clearness the 
everyday life of the Romans. Here something could be learned 
from the methods adopted by modern language teachers. 

H. C. N. 

INTER NOS 

In spite of many grounds for encouragement, it is clear that the 
future of classical studies still lies on the knees of the gods. The 
present is no time for lethargy, nor is it a time for repining. Other 
subjects and doctrines are being crowded to the fore. Devotees 
of the classical today have a stern obligation and at the same 
time an extraordinary opportunity. 
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Membership in the Association 
Our duties to classical scholarship under these conditions 

demand of us vigorous co6peration in every possible effort at 
promotion of the cause. In the territory which it covers, the 
Classical Association of the Middle West and South offers the 
most opportune means of such co6peration, and every member 
of the Association may properly consider that he is performing 
an important service for the classics in urging upon all teachers 
and patrons of Greek and Latin the privilege and duty of mem- 
bership and of participation in the benefits of THE CLASSICAL 

JOURNAL. While the numbers of the Association are constantly 
increasing, hundreds of teachers still are not counted in this al- 
liance. The officers of the Association urge its members to assist 

actively in bringing the claims of the organization before those 
who are not yet connected with it. If every classical teacher in 
our thirty states would join the Association and read the JOURNAL 

regularly, our educational status and our standards of scholarship 
would without question be greatly improved. Send in one new 

membership this month. 

Advertising in the Journal 

After sixteen years THE CLASSICAL JOURNAL has now begun 
to publish advertising in its columns. This new policy, which 
was authorized at the last annual meeting, is expected to be of 
service to members of the Association by way of acquainting 
them with books, slides, films, and other products in which 
classical teachers are interested. At the same time it is hoped 
that the financial returns will make it possible in these difficult 

times to publish a larger and better magazine and to promote 
activities important for our cause. In this matter the members 
of the Association can render a double service. When writing to 

advertisers, take pains to mention the fact that the advertisement 
was seen in the JOURNAL; in many cases this will be the advertisers' 

only means of checking. Also, be sure to notify the president or 
the secretary concerning reliable firms who might find it profitable 
to use advertising space. Still better, if occasion offers, bring the 
matter personally to the attention of firms or individuals of your 
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acquaintance. You can assure them that the space is worth 
while; the JOURNAL is read by more than 4,000 classical teachers 
and students, having by far the largest circulation of any period- 
ical of its kind. Furthermore, from native interest some persons 
will be glad to include their names in the advertising pages, even 
if full recompense be more or less uncertain. Rate cards may be 
obtained from the president or the secretary. 

The Annual Meeting 
Plans are under way for the program of the annual meeting 

of the Association April 13 to 15 at the University of Wisconsin. 
The committee will be glad to learn of any studies or experiments 
which might be suitable for presentation at the conference in 
Madison. It may not prove possible to include in the program 
all papers offered, but the committee will be glad of the oppor- 
tunity to consider many offerings. Suggestions along this line 
should be sent to the president at an early date. 

C. H. W. 
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